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MEASURABLE PARAMETRIZATIONS AND SELECTIONS

BY

DOUGLAS CENZER AND R. DANIEL MAULDIN

Abstract. Let W be a Borel subset of / X / (where / = [0, 1]) such that, for

each x, Wx = {y: (x,y) e W} is uncountable. It is shown that there is a

map, g, of I X I onto W such that (1) for each x, g(x, • ) is a Borel

isomorphism of / onto Wx and (2) both g and g ~ ' are S(I X 7)-measurable

maps. Here, if X is a topological space, S(X) is the smallest family

containing the open subsets of X which is closed under operation (A) and

complementation. Notice that S(X) is a subfamily of the universally or

absolutely measurable subsets of X. This result answers a problem of A. H.

Stone.

This result improves a theorem of Wesley and as a corollary a selection

theorem is obtained which extends the measurable selection theorem of von

Neumann.

We also show an analogous result holds if If is only assumed to be

analytic.

Let W be a Borel subset of / X /, where / is the unit interval, such that for

each x in /, Wx = {y: (x,y) G W) is uncountable. The following para-

metrization problem arose from work of J. Choksi [2].

Is there a Borel isomorphism, g, oí I X I onto W such that for each x,

g(x, ■ ) maps / onto Wx1

Choksi [2, p. 115] observed that a positive solution to this problem would

greatly simplify some of his arguments. However, it is not necessarily true

that W has a Borel parametrization. In [6], the second author gives some

necessary and sufficient conditions for W to have a Borel parametrization.

But not all is lost, since A. H. Stone [10] points out that in order to simplify

Choksi's arguments it is only necessary that g and g_1 be universally (or

absolutely) measurable.

We show in Theorem 6 of this paper that there is such a map g. In fact,

both g and g_1 are measurable with respect to a very easily described family

of universally measurable sets.

This particular family may be described as follows. Given a topological

space X, S(X) is the smallest family of subsets of X containing the open sets

and closed under complementation and operation (A) [5, p. 30]. It follows

from the properties of operation (A), that S(X) is also closed under countable
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unions [3, p. 107]. The study of this family was proposed by N. Lusin [5, p.

468]. O. Nikodym gave a method of constructing this family by alternating

the operation (A) and the complementation operator and showed in uncount-

able Polish spaces that there are sets of arbitrarily high class. Kantorovitch

and Livensohn showed that S(X) is a subfamily of Q(X), the family of all

subsets of X which are simultaneously PCA and CPCA sets [5, p. 468]. K.

Kunugui [4] in a very penetrating study showed that S(X) is a proper

subfamily of Q(X) provided X is an uncountable Polish space. The sets in

S(X) are universally measurable; i.e., measurable with respect to the comple-

tion of every rr-finite measure defined on the Borel subsets of X [5, p. 95]. Of

course, S(X) is in general a proper subfamily of the family of all universally

measurable sets.

Let us note that the existence of a parametrization, g, which is universally

measurable has been shown by E. Wesley [14]. Wesley's arguments are of a

meta-mathematical nature in that forcing techniques are employed. On the

other hand, our arguments use only standard techniques of descriptive set

theory.

Earlier, Wesley [12] proved, also by forcing methods, the following theorem

and applied it to mathematical economics [13].

Theorem. There is a function h from I X 1 into I such that

(1) h is £ <8> £- measurable,

(2) for each x, h(x, • ) is a Borel isomorphism of I onto Wx, and

(3) for each y, h(-,y) is an '¿-measurable selector of W.

That h(-,y) is a selector of W means that for each x, h(x,y) E Wx. Here £

denotes the family of Lebesgue measurable subsets of /.

In this paper we strengthen this theorem of Wesley's as follows

Theorem 7. Let W be a Borel subset of I X I such that for each x, Wx is

uncountable. Then there is a map h: I X I into I so that

(1) h is an S(I X I) measurable map,

(2) for each x, h(x, ■ ) is a Borel isomorphism of I onto Wx, and

(3) for each y, h(-,y) is an S(I)-measurable selector of W.

Let us note that (3) follows from (1) and (2). This implies that each h(-,y)

is a universally measurable selector of W. Of course, Yankov [15] and von

Neumann [7] have proven that W has a selector which is <3J ((£(/))-measur-

able, where %(&{I)) is the a-algebra generated by the analytic subsets of /.

Since <$> ($(/)) is a proper subfamily of S(I), the individual selector obtained

by Yankov and von Neumann is "more describable" than the selectors h(-,y).

However, our selectors are still universally measurable, their graphs are

disjoint, and the graphs of the selectors /i(-, v) fill up W in a describable

fashion. It may be that h can be taken to be %(&(! X /»measurable, but
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this problem is unsolved by us at this time. Let us mention that a fairly

complete survey of measurable selection theorems has been given by D. H.

Wagner [11].

Our first theorem contains the technical work needed for our results. It is

the result of a careful study of the method used by von Neumann and

Yankov. Some definitions are necessary.

Seq will denote the set of all finite sequences of positive integers regarded

as a topological space with the discrete topology. If s = (si, . . . , s„) E Seq

and í = (i„ . . . , tm) E Seq, then t is said to extend s (t D s), if m > n, and

/, = s¡, for every /, 1 < i < «. Also, s * t = (i„ . . . , sn, /,,..., tm). J will

denote the space NN, the space of all infinite sequences of positive integers

with the product topology. Of course, J is the zero-dimensional Baire space

and may be regarded as the space of all irrational numbers between 0 and 1

via their continued fraction expansions. For any sequence u = («„ u2, . . . )

and any n, u\n = («,, . . . , u„). If s = (j„ . . . , sn) E Seq, then J(s) is defined

to be {(m„ m2, . . . ) E NN: m, = s„ . . . , m„ = s„}.

The symbol Q2 will denote the space of all finite sequences of 0's and l's

regarded as a topological space with the discrete topology. The letter C will

denote the Cantor set which we may regard as the space {0, 1}^ with the

product topology. If q = (q¡, . . . , qn) E Q2, then C(q) is defined to be

{(/„ t2, ...) E C: /, = qx, ...,tn = q„).

Theorem 1. Let P be an analytic subset of I X J such that, for each x, Px is

a nonempty perfect subset of J. Then there is a one-to-one map F of I X C into

P so that

(l)Fis%(&(I X C))-measurable,

(2)F~1is% (<£(/ X J))-measurable, and

(3) for each x in I, F(x, • ) is a homeomorphism of C into {x} X Px.

Proof. For each x in /, let

Tx = (î£ Seq: PxnJ(s)*0).

Notice that since Px is closed,

00

A map / from I X Q2 into Seq will now be defined so that, for each x,

f(x, ■ ) maps Q2 into Tx in a one-to-one way. Let 0 represent the empty

sequence, both in Q2 and Seq. The map / is defined inductively. First, set

f(x,0) =0. Given/(x, r) = sr E Tx, let 5 be the shortest extension of sr such

that for some positive integers, m ^ n, both s * m and s * n are in Tx. Let m0

be the least such and mx the next. Then set/(x, r * 0) = s * Wq and/(x, r * 1)

= s * mv
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Thus, / maps I X Q2 into Seq. Let G be the graph of / (G = {(x, q, t):

f(x, q) = ;}). We claim that G is ÍB (éB)-measurable-that is (since Q2 and Seq

are countable sets with the discrete topology), for each q and t, G{q, t) = {x:

f(x, q) = /} is in % ((£(1)). This claim will be demonstrated later.

The function F can now be defined. Let/,.(/) = f(x, t). Notice that for each

x E / and t E C, H "_ \J{fxij\n)) contains a single element of Px. Define

Fx(r) to be this unique element of r\^=\J(fx(T\n)) and let F(x, t) =

(x, F,(t)).

It can be checked that F is a one-to-one map of/ X C into P.

Let us suspend the proof for a moment and make some remarks which may

illuminate the preceding construction. For each x, Tx is a subtree of Seq and,

because Px is closed, Px can be regarded as the set of branches of Tx. The

map fx at each stage picks the two left-most extensions which come from the

previous stage in the definition of /. That there are at least two (incompar-

able) extensions of any node of Tx follows from the fact that Px is dense in

itself. It should also be noted that Tx has no dead ends-that is, by the

definition of Tx, every node has a branch from Px passing through it.

Let us verify that F is ÍB (&(I X C»measurable. Let V be an open subset

of /. Then

F~\V X J{s)) = {V X C) n {(x, t) E / X C: F(x, t) E J(s)}.

Since Fx(t) is the unique element of r\^=iJ(fx(r\n)), Fx{r) is in J{S) if and

only if there is some n so that fx(j\ri) extends s. So,

F~l(V Xj(s)) = (V X C)n U   U {(x,r):fx(r\n) = t}

Now, each set in the union on the right-hand side is in % (£(/ X C)). To be

explicit:

{(x, r): fx(r\n) = t) =   \J   {(x, t): r\n = q &ndfx(q) = /}

=   U   [{(x,T):T|« = ?}n(C(i,i)xC)].
<7<2Ö2

Thus, in order to show that F~\V X J(s)) is in $((£(/ X C)), it suffices

to show that G(q, t) is in &((£(/)). Recalling the inductive definition of the

map/, we can construct the graph G of /in stages as follows:

G0 = / X {0} X {0} and, for each n,

G„ + i = U,=o,i U ffl0,m,6JV U 9.eß2 U ,',,»eSeq{(*> 9> '): (*, q\ O S G„, t"

extends ¡", t" * m0 and /" * w, E Tx, m0 < m, and (VÁ: < m,)[i" * k E Tx ̂

(A: = w0 or A: = m,)] and q = q' * i, t = t" * m¡ and if j extends t' and there

are integers a and 6 so that s * a and s * b G Tx, then i extends i"}. G0 is

certainly in <$ ((£) and, since 7 is analytic, G„ E ?Ô ((2) implies C„+1£9 ((£).

It can be checked that the desired graph G= U „Gn and is therefore
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©($ (/»measurable. Thus, Fis <&(#(/ X C»measurable.

To see that F~ ' is % (&(I X /»measurable, notice that for q E Q2,

T{q) = {(x,y):y E J(fx(q))} =   U   [(/ X /(*)) n (G(q, s) X /)].
s G Seq

It follows from this last equation that T(q) is in © ($(/ X /)).

Now, since

F(I X C) = \(x,y): 3t E C and { v} = fl J{fAM)
{ n = l

= U    fl {(x,y):yEJ(fx(r\n))}
reC   n=\

we have

U     {(x,y):yGj(fx(q))}
?£{0, 1}"

f(/ x o = n

and it follows that F(I X C) is in % (<£(/ X J)).

Next, for q E Q2 and F open in /,

F(V X C(q)) m {(x,y): x E Fandy E J(fx(q))} n F(/ X C),

= (cx/)n{M:jÊ A/,fa))} n F(/ x c).
From this it follows that F(V X C(q)) is in %(&(I X /)) and therefore F~l

is © (#(/ X /»measurable.

Finally, for each x in /,

F,-V<*))-ir:   n/(/x(r|n))ç/(5)J

00

= U {t:/(/x(t|«))ç /(,)}.
n = l

So,

F-'CW) =  U C(9),        where Kx = {?£ ß2:/x(9) D s).

Thus, Fx is a one-to-one continuous map of C into />x. Of course, this implies

that Fx is a homeomorphism.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.   □

The strategy for proving our main theorem calls for composing ©(im-

measurable maps such as F. Since these compositions might not be ©(im-

measurable, we consider the larger class of S-measurable functions, which are

closed under compositions, as shown by the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let g be a map of the topological space X into the topological space
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Y. Ifg-\U)<= S(X)for every open subset U of Y, then g~\E) E S(X) for

every E E S(Y).

Proof. Let H = {E: g~\E) E S(X)}. It is easy to check that H is closed

under complementation and operation (A). Since H contains the open subsets

of Y,S(Y)Q H.   □

Another observation is necessary.

Lemma 3. If X and Y are Polish spaces, M is an analytic subset of X X Y

and the subset K of X X Y is defined by letting each Kx be the dense-in-itself

kernel of Mx [3, p. 136], then K is analytic.

Proof. Let T be the subset of Yu consisting of all sequences (/„)"_ ¡ such

that the set {y„: n E N} is dense in itself. Then T is a Gs subset of Yu. Let

Z = {(x, (y„)) E X X Yu: (y„) E T and (V«)(jc,y„) E A/}. Then Z is an

analytic subset of X x Y. Since

K = {(x,y): (3p)(3(yn))[(x, (y„)) E Z and y = yp]},

the set K is analytic.   □

Theorem 4. Let M be an analytic subset of I X J such that Mx is an

uncountable closed set for every x. Then there is a one-to-one map g of I XI

onto M such that

(1) g and g~l are S(I X I)-measurable and

(2) for each x, g(x, ■ ) is a Borel isomorphism of I onto Mx.

Proof. Let P = {(x,y): y is a cluster point of Mx}. Then P C M and,

according to Lemma 3, P is an analytic subset of / X / such that each Px is

nonempty and perfect.

Let F be a map having the properties described in Theorem 1. Let 9 be a

Borel isomorphism of / onto C and let k(x, v) = F(x, 9(y)), for each (x, y) E

I X I. Clearly, k is an S(I X /)-isomorphism of / X / onto F(I X C) C M.

We will now give a Schröder-Bernstein type argument. Let R = k(I X I),

S0 = M - R and T0 = (/ X /) - M. Thus,

I X 1= R u S0U T0

= T0 U S0 U (7, U 5,) U • • • U (T„ U S„) U • • • U D,

where T„ = k"(T0), S„ = k"(S0) and D = fl ^¿"(R). Also,

A/ = R u So

= s0 u (r, u s,) u • • • u (r„ u s„) u • • • u z>

= (r, u s0) u (T2 u s,) u • • • u (T.+, u 5«) u • • • u x>.
Set H = £> u U T-oS„ and G = U r_0^„ and define

, s _ Í z, if z E //,

glz; ~ \ k(z),    if z E G.
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It can be easily checked that g is a one-to-one map of / x / onto M and that,

for each x, g(x, • ) is a Borel isomorphism of / onto Mx.

If U is an open subset of / x /, then

g~\u) = g-\u n H) u g~\u n G) - (u n //) u *-'(!/ n G).
It follows from Lemma 1 that the maps k" and &"" are S(/»measurable for

each n, so that the sets S„, T„, H and G are in the family S(I2). Thus, g~l(U)

is in S(/2). Similarly, (g-'r'íí/) = «(CO = S(^ n //) U g(t/ n G) = (Í/
n //) U k(U n G), so g~l is S(/»measurable.

Lemma 5. Lei W èe a iíore/ SMfoei of I X I. Then there is a closed subset M

of I X J and a Borel isomorphism ^ of M onto W such that, for each x, i|>(x, • )

maps Mx onto Wx.

Proof. There exist a closed subset F oí J and </> = (<J>„ <f>2) a one-to-one

continuous map of F onto W [5, pp. 441, 447]. Let M = {(<i>\(y), y): y E F)

and let \¡y = <f> ° tr2. Since ir2\M is one-to-one, this is a Borel isomorphism and

we are done.

The following theorem is a direct consequence of results (4) and (5).

Theorem 6. Let W be a Borel subset of I X I such that, for each x,

Wx = {y: (x,y) E W) is uncountable. Then there is a one-to-one map g of

I X I onto W suchthat:

(1) for each x, g(x, • ) is a Borel isomorphism of I onto Wx and

(2) both g and g~l are S(/ X /)-measurable.

Our strengthened version of Wesley's theorem is now an easy corollary.

Theorem 7. Let W be a Borel subset of I X I such that, for each x in I, Wx

is uncountable. Then there is a map h from I X I into I such that:

(\)h is S(I X I)-measurable,

(2) for each x, h(x, • ) is a Borel isomorphism of I onto Wx, and

(3) for each y, h(-, v) is an S(I)-measurable selector of W.

Proof. Let the map g be given by Theorem 6 and let h = m2° g.

Let us remark that the proof of our theorem could have been greatly

shortened if the following were true: if If is a Borel subset oil X I such that

each Wx is uncountable, then W contains a Borel set B such that each Bx is a

nonempty perfect subset of /. However, this is not true, as the following

example shows.

Example. Let C, and C2 be disjoint coanalytic subsets of / which cannot

be separated by Borel sets. Let A,: = I — C¡, i = 1, 2. Let g¡ be a continuous

map of / onto A¡ such that &-l(f) is uncountable for each t E A¡, i = 1, 2.

Let W = Wi u W2, where

W, - {(&(0. "O: ' S /-)    for/=1,2.
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Then ff is a Borel subset of / X / and each Wx is uncountable. Now, if W

were to contain a Borel set B such that each Bx is nonempty and perfect (and

therefore compact), then according to a theorem of Novikov [8], there would

be a Borel set T which uniformizes B. But, then 7r,(If2 n T) would be a Borel

set separating C, from C2.

On the other hand, the nontheorem discussed above has the following true

approximation:

If W is a Borel subset of / x / such that each Wx is uncountable, then W

contains a Borel set B such that, for all random x, Bx is a nonempty perfect

set. Here we use the word random in the sense of recursion theory-that is, a

real x is said to be random if the countable ordinal w,x (the least ordinal not

recursive in x) is equal to the least nonrecursive ordinal wÇhurchKleene, The set

of random reals is Borel and was shown to have Lebesgue measure 1 by Sacks

[9]; see [1] for further details. The proof of Theorem 1 can be modified for the

above set B to obtain a Borel map F with the desired properties satisfied for

all random x; then the techniques of Lemma 4 yield directly a Borel map h

for the set W having the desired properties of Theorem 5 for all random x.

For nonrandom x, the map h can be filled in arbitrarily so that h(x, ■ ) is a

Borel isomorphism of / onto Jfx-the resulting map will still be Lebesgue

measurable.

This shorter proof is in the spirit of Wesley's original argument, although

the above can be done without reference to forcing or set theory, which are

essential to Wesley's proof. Neither Wesley's approach nor the approach

outlined above seem to give the precise describability of the map h as

S-measurable obtained in Theorem 5.

Finally, let us note that Theorem 6 can be generalized to analytic sets. First

we need an improvement of Theorem 1. Since the argument is in many

respects similar to Theorem 1, we shall outline the argument and not go into

details.

Theorem 8. Let A be an analytic subset of I X J such that for each x, Ax is

uncountable. Then there is a one-to-one map F of I X J into A such that

(1) F is <& (#(/ X C))-measurable,

(2)F"> is ©(&(/ X J))-measurable,

(3) for each x, F(x, • ) is a homeomorphism of C into {x} X Ax.

Proof. Let {E(s): s E Seq} be a Souslin scheme such that

00

A = U   PI E(a\n).
o£J  n = l

We also assume £(s) 2 E{t), if t extends s, the sets E(s) are closed and of

diameter < l/length(s) + 1. For each s E Seq, set
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A(s)=   U     fl E(t\n)QE(s).
tej(s) n=\

For each x in /, let

Tx = (j E Seq: (A(s))x is uncountable]

and set

T= U{{*} X Tx: x E /}.

Since

T= U{U(s) X {s}:s ESeq},

where U(s) = {x: (A(s))x is uncountable), it follows that T is an analytic

subset of / X Seq.

A map / from / X Q2 into Seq will now be inductively defined so that for

each x, f(x, ■ ) maps Q2 into Tx. First, set/(x,0) =0. Given/(jc, r) — sr E

Tx, let (s0, ii) be the first pair in the lexicographical ordering of Seq X Seq so

that s0 and j, extend sr, s0 and s, are in Tx and (E(s0) n £(ii))x =0- (At this

point, we consider Seq to have the well order defined by s < t ii (1)

length(j) < length(i) or (2) length(s) = length(i) and s¡ < t¡, where i the first

coordinate in which s and / differ.) It can be checked that such a pair exists.

Set/(;c, r * 0) = s0 and/(x, r * 1) = s,.

It can be shown that the graph G of / in / X Q2 X Seq is % (im-

measurable.

Define Fx(j) to be the unique element (C\™=\E{fx{r\ri)))x for each {x, t)

E / X C and let F(x, t) = (x, Fx(t)).

The proof that the map F meets the three requirements of the theorem is

similar to that given in Theorem 1.   □

Using Theorem 8 together with a Schröder-Bernstein type argument we

obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 9. Let A be an analytic subset of I X I such that for each x, Ax is

uncountable. Then there is a one-to-one map g of I X I onto A such that

(1) for each x, g(x, • ) is a % ((¡.(Immeasurable isomorphism of I onto Ax.

(2) both g and g~x are S (I X I)-measurable.
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